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Cosmic-ray spectrum in the current universe

Ohira et al., 2012

CRs: p, e-, He, .., Fe,
e+, p

dN/dE∝E-2.7  ( E < 1015.5 eV )

uCR ~ uth ~ 1eV/cm3 , Tth ~ 1eV

nCR ~ 10-9 /cm3 @ ~1GeV
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CRs drive galactic winds

Simpson et al, ApJL 2016

↑
PCR≠0, No CR diffusion.

↑
PCR≠0, CR diffusion.
PCR drives winds.

PthPCR

The CR diffusion 
makes the scale 
height of CRs large, 
so that PCR >> Pth at 
the high galactic 
latitude.



CRs reduce star formations
Jacob et al MNRAS 2017

Jubelgas et al A&A 2008

Observed data
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CRs suppress the cooling of gas and drive galactic winds, so that CRs reduce star formations 
in low mass galaxies. Not only CRs from SNRs but also CRs from accretion shocks could be 
important.



Heating of the primordial gas by CRs
Leite et al. 2017Sazonov & Sunyeav 2015

Cosmic rays can ionize and heat the primordial gas at z > 10.



Cosmic-ray spectrum in the current universe

Ohira et al., 2012

When did CRs play an
important role in the universe?

When, where, how were CRs first 
accelerated since the Big Bang?

When did the nonthermal universe start?
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Accretion shocks in the structure formation
vs.

fist supernova remnants

IllustrisTNG project
http://www.tng-project.org/

NASA/CXC/SAO

Supernova remnantAccretion shock
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http://www.tng-project.org/


First supernova remnants vs. accretion shocks

First star are formed at 1.8 x 108 yrs
after the Big Bang (z~20) 
(Yoshida et al. 2003). 

M = 10 – 1000 Msun (Hirano et al. 2014)

Their lifetime is ~ 106 yr.
They explode at 1.8 x 108 yrs
after the Big Bang.

Most matters are still neutral at 1.8x108 yr, 
but surrounding maters are ionized by the 
first stars.  (Kitayama et al. 2004)

à Weibel mediated nonrelativistic  
collisionless shock 

à Cosmic rays can be accelerated to ~GeV. 

Only small objects can be formed because 
of the uniform expansion of the universe.

M ~ 106 Msun at z~20      (3s)

Vsh ~ Vvir ~ 106 cm/s M6
1/3 ((1+Z)/20)1/2

Upstream matters are neutral. 
(To ionize the upstream matters, 
Vsh > 107 cm/s Dopita et al. 2011)

The shock dissipation is due to atomic 
collision.  

à No cosmic ray is accelerated. 

Ohira & Murase, PRD 2019

Accretion shock @ Z ~ 20First supernova remnant @ Z ~ 20 



Cosmic-ray current and e- return current
In the early universe, there are free electrons, fe ~ 10-4.

With in t ~ wpe
-1 ~ 0.01 sec ne,-7

-1/2 , Jtot = JCR +Je = 0.

① The electric field is generated by JCR, E ∝ - JCR.

nb ~ 10-3 cm-3 @ z = 20

à 0 = -ne + np + nCR ,   0 = Je + JCR (in the proton rest frame)

② The electric fields accelerate e-, which generates Je.

③ For L > c/wpe, ∇xE is small, so that free electrons cancel JCR
before the magnetic field is generated.

①① ②③



Magnetic field generation 
in a two-component plasma

If B = 0 at t = 0, the left hand side = 0, Vs x B = 0.

Generalized 
Ohm's law à

↑
Biermann battery
Biermann (1950)

↑
e.g. Harrison battery (radiation force)
Harrison (1970)

By ignoring contributions from protons, 



Magnetic field generation 
in a three component plasma.

Astrophysical plasmas are at least three-component plasmas.

←New battery mechanism

Ohira ApJL 2020

Generalized 
Ohm's law à

If one of the three plasmas has some inhomogeneities, the second term on the left hand side 
does not always vanish, which has not been considered for the magnetic field generation.

Electron, ion, and cosmic ray



Physical mechanism of the Biermann battery

Zweibel 2013

∂Ve/∂t = - ∇pe / re

∇x

∂(∇xVe)/∂t = - ∇re x∇pe / re
2

∂we/∂t
||



Physical mechanism of our battery 1

dre<0, dVe>0

Ve = Ve,0 + dVe

dre=0, Ve = Ve,0

dre=0, Ve = Ve,0

∂Ve/∂t = - Ve・∇ Ve

JCR = const.

P = const.

∇x

∂(∇xVe)/∂t = - ∇ x (Ve・∇ Ve)

∂we/∂t
||



Example for a nonuniform density field
Initial condition of three plasmas

Analytical solution

Bz

Bz

Bx, By

The solid line shows 
the analytical solution. 

PIC simulation (Ohira ApJL 2020)



Example for a nonuniform velocity field
Initial condition of three plasmas

Analytical solution

By

By

Bx, Bz

The solid line shows 
the analytical solution. 

PIC simulation (Ohira ApJL 2020)



The Biermann battery induced 
by the return current

( ∇pe = 0 at t = 0, Ve = Ve ex )

Since ne ~ np + nCR = constant in time, even though ∇ pe x ∇ ne=0 at t=0,

∇pe x ∇ ne ≠0 is possible at t > 0.

Ohira (2020) in preparation

, JCR = constant, and Vp = 0, ne=ne(x,y,z)

Ohm's law à



Physical mechanism of our battery 2

dre<0, dVe>0

Ve = Ve,0 + dVe

dre=0 
Ve = Ve,0

VCR = const.

P = const.

Dt
dre<0, dVe>0

Ve = Ve,0 + dVe

∇・Ve<0,  dPe > 0 

re doesn’t change due to the charge neutrality. 

In a region of ∇・Ve<0, electrons are compressed. 

P ≠ const.

As a result, ∇pe is generated and ∇re x ∇pe ≠ 0.

∇・Ve>0,  dPe < 0 



Order of magnitude estimate

Pop III SN rate ~ 10-7/Mpc3/yr, ECR ~ 1050 erg/SN  à uCR ~ 3x10-6 eV/cm3 @z~20

ne ~ 10-7/cm3 @z~20   à Ve ~ ( nCR / ne ) (VCR / c)  ~ 0.1 km/s (VCR / c) @z~20

nCR ~ 3x10-14 /cm3 @z~20

Te ~ 300 K @z~20  à Vth,e ~ 100 km/s

B ~ 7.5 x 10-26 G Ve,0.1km/s
2 Lkpc

-2 t100Myr

B ~ 7.5 x 10-22 G Vth,e,100km/s
2 Ve,0.1km/s Lkpc

-3 t100Myr
2

These are sufficiently large to be the seed of the magnetic field 
in current galaxies (e.g. Davis et al. 1999). 



Summary

Supernova remnants of first stars accelerate first cosmic rays
to ~ 110 MeV at 1.8x108 years after the BigBang (z~20). 

When, where, how were first cosmic rays accelerated? 

Cosmic rays and magnetic fields have important roles 
in many current astrophysical systems.

When, where, how did CRs and magnetic fields start to affect?

When, where, how were magnetic fields were first generated? 

After the first CRs escape from the first SNRs, they could generate the 
seed of magnetic fields in the current universe.  

The electron return current generate magnetic fields 
if there is an inhomogeneity.


